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ABSTRACT:The availability of the Internet, cheaper data tariffs, and easy way of using the mobile
phones made the effective use of Android mobile phones for availing Electronic Commerce (ecommerce) mobile Applications (Apps) by the people for purchasing the daily needs and regular
household items. The success of the e-commerce platforms is based on their availability to public as
web and Android mobile Apps. Further, their success is based on the trust and security that they
maintain regarding users personal and payment data. But the poor design and development, unnoticed
mistakes in coding of the e-commerce Android mobile Apps lead to many vulnerabilities and thereby
becomes the simple target for the hackers. Along with conventional security testing methods,
application dependent methods need to be applied on the e-commerce android Apps. To this end, this
paper presents various possible practical security methods followed by penetration testers along with
countermeasures that can be applicable for avoiding vulnerabilities in e-commerce Android Apps.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays every Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) company, from early stage startups to rising
unicorns, has their Android application (Apps). There exists variety of applications like shopping
Apps, dating Apps, gaming Apps, educational Apps, medical Apps etc. Only internal applications of
the company cannot be found on Google Playstore due to privacy reasons other than this nearly every
application can be found on Google Playstore. According to android.com there are around 50 billion
android applications on Google Playstore as of December 2020 and the count is increasing day by
day. Out of which around 80% of the application owner does not take any measures for the android
security. Taking the example of big giants like McDonalds, its android application is so compromised
by the attackers which allow anyone to buy burgers and fries for free from the Android App.
According to the one of the leading Indian news agency Times of India [27] report, a company named
ixigo’s data was breached by the attackers and around 18 millions users' personal data was went to
dark web. In this way, there are many of such examples [18, 19, 24, 26].
1.1 Contribution and Paper organization
As the number of e-commerce Apps are increasing exponentially their security concerns are also
increasing rapidly. Since android penetration testing is the most underrated thing but it is as important
as web application penetration testing. Also it is sometimes more important than web application
since generally companies have more number of applications than a single main website. Therefore,
Android App security must be the prime focus of companies and this is paper will address Android
vulnerabilities in practical ways and countermeasures to protect them [7, 8, 11, 12]. An Android App
will be designed generally to run on various Android operating system versions such that the presence
of bugs in operating system design or patches, and the permissions used by the App may lead to new
vulnerabilities and will become exploitable target. This may lead to any of the OWASP top 10
security vulnerabilities of mobile applications [1-6, 17, 18, 19]. To this end, this paper focused on
practical Android App security checks to be made to get started with android security testing. This
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paper articulates the Google Playstore security and privacy policies, what hackers can do with the
presence of vulnerable App, the vulnerabilities hackers try to exploit, sensitive data exposure, static
and dynamic analysis etc. In this way, this paper is focusing on important basic bugs that have low to
medium impact to check during App security testing.
There exist two ways of analysis during security testing: 1) Static and 2) Dynamic [20-23, 25]. The
static security testing is the testing of internal structure of App program and will be performed without
running it. This will be done by code inspections, code walkthroughs. On the other hand, dynamic
testing is the testing of program during its runtime. This paper focuses more on the static analysis and
few concepts of dynamic analysis. In the Section 2, a short description the App structure and the
Google security policies for Android Apps are explained. Section 3 focuses on Android Apps security
testing. In this section, we present reverse engineering an App, debugging the App apk, stealing
information from shared preferences folders, OAuth API call back locking (SDK testing), Hardcoded
secrets, and weak logouts. Section 4 concludes the paper with future work. List of abbreviation used
in this paper are illustrated in the Table 1.
API
APK
APPS
Pen-Testing
POC
OWASP
IDOR
Burp
RCE
ADB
GUI

Application programming interface
Android application package
Applications
Penetration testing
Proof of concept
Open Web Application Security Project
Insecure Direct Object Reference
Burpsuite
Remote Code Execution
Android Debug Bridge
Graphical User Interface
Table.1. List of abbreviations

2. ANDROID PRILIMINARIES AND GOOGLE PLAYSTORE SECURITY
Before finding vulnerabilities in Android Apps, it is important to understand basic information about
its structure. This section presents the preliminaries of Android Application structure and the security
scanning method of Google Play store [14, 16].
2.1 Basic structure of the Android Applications
The basic structure of the Android Apps includes the following components:
Activities: It is one of the most important things in an Android App. Since every screen on which the
user interacts is an activity, when the user starts an application then the function onCreate() is
launched and it may also start more than one activity. In other words it is the UI screen with which the
user interacts. Security tester main focus should find hidden information and check for the exported
status of activity.
Intents: It is a way of telling an activity to perform something or intent is a messaging object that
allows communication between different application components such as Activity, Content Providers,
Services, etc. It can be used for communication between application components of the same or
different applications. Intents contain three items: action, data and category.
Web Views: Android allows developers to display web content directly into their application through
Webviews. Security testers can consider Webview as a dedicated web browser of an application. If
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the web view is not implemented properly then the attacker can open its URL in the webview of the
application. To check for Web Views in application the following sequence to be followed in App: Go
to manifest file search for loadUrl or Webviews  details of webview to view the details.
Broadcast receiver: It helps to send and receive the system's event notification. For example if the
battery is low, downloading is complete, no signal then the Android system sends broadcast messages
which are received by application for their functioning like during offline the YouTube App shows no
internet. The attackers mainly focuses on changing the message and makes the application behaves
inappropriately.
2.2 Description of Google Play Protect
Google has developed Artificial Intelligence based systems to detect malicious applications on their
platform. It can be on Google Playstore as ‘Google Play Protect’. Every application that is
downloaded is scanned by the Play Protect, if it is found to be malicious then Google will not allow it
to be installed. Also the Play protect scans the installed applications for security threats. Fig. 1 shows
the Google Play Protect after scanning Apps for security threats.

Fig.1. Result after Play Protect scanned the Apps
Play Protect regularly scans Apps for any sign of malware, it also monitors installed applications for
any unintended behavior and Google play protect also helps to track the mobile phone when lost and
wipe data if needed. Apart from playstore Apps there are non playstore apps i.e., internal Apps of any
organization which is not published on playstore. To scan these types of Apps, users should scan it
from virustotal.com for any traces of malware or loggers present. The virus total scans the item
(Android apk) with 70+ antivirus scanners and also looks for presence of any blacklist URL. Security
tester need to do is upload the apk to the virus total before installing and see the score and results of
every scanner present as shown in the Fig. 2.
Now the question arises is why the Google play protect or website like virus total is not sufficient for
scanning Apps. The answer is that it is because they work on phone security level i.e., scanning the
apk for virus, malware, loggers, privacy etc. But to find vulnerabilities like authentication bypass of
any application, sensitive data leakage, parameter tampering while payment from any application,
code tempering, insecure data storage, insufficient cryptography, reverse engineering etc, and to get
application level security proper vulnerability assessment and penetration testing is needed. Further,
these tests cannot be performed by either by Google play protect and any other scanning website like
virus total.
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3. ANDROID APPLICATION SECURITY TESTING
In this section, the basic and medium level vulnerabilities that appear in the Android Apps were
explained. For this, the tools we will be using are frida, drozer, jadx-gui, android debugging bridge,
mob-sf and the Burpsuite. From which frida and mob-sf is used for automated vulnerability scanning,
drozer for interaction analysis, adb is used for debugging, jadx-gui is used for reversing the android
app and Burpsuite is used for dynamic analysis [9, 10, 13, 15].

Fig.2. Result after Virus total scan
3.1 Reverse engineering and Debugging Apps
Reverse engineering is one of the important steps in any testing also known as back engineering with
the help of it attacker can do source code analysis of android application, manipulate the raw data,
reconstruct the application, extract the knowledge from the data, and present this repackaged apk to
end user to initiate attacks such as personal information stealing, server side information gathering
etc. Now the most important part is how to decompile an android application. To do it, we use the tool
named jadx-gui which is graphical user interface tool to decompile android application. Run the jadx
tools and load the apk such that it will do rest of the things for analysis of the application. Fig. 3
shows the manifest.xml file generated by jadx-gui after decompiling apk file.

Fig.3. Manifest.xml file in Jadx-gui after decompiling
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After the source code analysis, the debugging is done in android studio to analyze the working of
functions, intents, actions, data storage details etc. For this first decompile an application using jadxgui and save it then import this file as grade in android studio and can debug at any specific section of
the code. Also the testers need to understand the working of application using debug option in
Android studio. As a precautionary step, it is recommended to turn on the anti debugging flag in the
code so that the attacker cannot debug it. This anti debugging does not allow injecting garbage data in
the communication channel of manually set breakpoints to confuse the debugger.
3.2 Stealing sensitive information from shared preferences
In general, Apps write sensitive information in shared_prefs files which can be anything from access
token to some credentials. To this vulnerability, tester need to check MIME type in android manifest
file, MIME type must be application/pdf, application/*. Navigate to the activity in which MIME type
is defined in the jadx-gui and look for functions named onCreate(), onResume(), onNewIntent().
Remember that whenever tester will trigger these types of exploits using apk it always comes via the
intent function. Once it is done, analysis to be conducted in the above mentioned functions which is
sending intent with some data as stream and to which destination path and file name is set. For this
two types of exploitations are possible: 1) using a rogue app and 2) using adb (Android debugger) to
access the shared_Prefs folder. The second method is used for explanation. To do this, try to find the
access token in the shared_prefs using ADB for MIME type. Setup adb in the system terminal and use
the below commands to access the shared_prefs to see the data as shown Fig. 4.
# adb devices
# adb shell
# cd data/data/com.package_name
# cd shared_prefs
# cat prefs.xml

Fig.4. Secret data and access tokens in shared prefs
From Fig.4 it can be seen that so much sensitive information can be found in shared prefs which
includes fcm token, access token, user code, email, phone number etc. To get protected from this
never ever store sensitive information in the shared prefs folder because it is the main target of
attackers. Further, it is recommended to place the data in an encrypted format to avoid data theft.
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3.3 OAuth API call back Locking (or SDK Testing)
Oauth is token based authorization used commonly by every application to authenticate the user to
access their account without entering password using Google, Facebook, Pinterest, Yandex etc. For
example, if the user is using an e-commerce App X, and there is a provider which connects with your
application say Paypal for payments. Paypal provides a dashboard where user can define redirect uri
in android application there is a “scheme” to redirect uri is the url for the web domain similarly
scheme is the url for the mobile application. And if user does not define it then the App X become
vulnerable and it can be used to hijack the sessions in the App X. To exploit this vulnerability, an
attacker needs an rogue apk installed on user device so that it can capture the token and hijack user
session. We have made an apk token catcher and defined the scheme name praskhar to capture it as
shown in Fig. 5. The countermeasure to get protected from this vulnerability is to define ‘scheme’ in
intent filter and filter out the url that is passing any unwanted content.

Fig.5. Rogue apk capturing token with scheme praskhar
3.4 Hardcoded Scerates
This section focuses on sensitive data exposure, in which we will look for the hardcoded tokens, api
keys, keys, Oauth tokens, jwt tokens, username and passwords etc. There are two types of
exploitations one is SDK based, and other is API as a service (mostly Google maps). We focus on
API as service and find some secrets and try to exploit them practically. Starting with the point where
to find these hard coded secrets, for this need Jadx-gui tool used to decompile application. After
decompiling the following three paths for any hardcoded keys with proper filters to be checked as
shown in Fig. 6.
1. Resources.asrc  values  strings.xml
2. Resources.asrc  values  Array.xml
3. Code analysis (also androidManifest)
After obtaining the hardcoded api key (AIzaSyDHfC0q0Ahujq9Pduvjs-757ffUtd), tester need to
check whether it is exploitable or not. For Google maps api key, a command line and Python based
open source tool called gmapapiscanner is used. To launch this tool use the following command
$ python3 maps_api_scanner_python3.py AIzaSyDHfC0q0Ahujq9Pduvjs-757ffUtd
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Output of the above command is shown in the Fig. 7. From Fig. 7 it can be observed that the API key
found is vulnerable to two paid services. To get protected from this, user need to do following things:
1) try not to hardcode any secret keys; 2) if it is necessary to hardcode then always put the url white
listing and referrer check to ensure that only these api keys must be called from App but not by any
other anonymous user.

Fig.6. Harcoded google api key in strings.xml

Fig.7. Google api key is vulnerable to two services
3.5 Weak Logouts
This vulnerability is known as authentication bypass which arises due to not implementing proper
logout functionality of OAuth clients like login with Google, LinkedIn etc. With this the attacker can
login to the victim's account through any of the above client api without entering the login credentials.
This vulnerability arises when an application logs out but the application token does not expire or
logout the access or session token taking advantage of it. Then the attacker gains unauthorized access
to your account.
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We present this vulnerability check using Brupsuite. To check this vulnerability, trigger the
application login using Google, Facebook or any other client. Turn the intercept on in the Burpsuite
and logout the application. Now check for the response at the Burpsuite, if tester observes that there is
only app token which is logging out and no session id present then this vulnerability may exist in the
application. To have cross verification, logout the application after logging in from third party client
then login again. Click on login with Facebook don't put any email and password in the fields as
shown in Fig. 8 and press the tiny close button and check for will be logged in automatically in the
application or not. It can be observed from Fig.8 that login with Facebook API call is giving success
response in the Burpsuite. It is because user was not properly logged out from the application as
session id or token is not expired.
As a countermeasure to this vulnerability one must need to properly implement logout functionality
both access token and application token must expire after logout. And each new session will be
assigned a new session ID which should expire after logging out an application.

Fig.7. Finding weak logout functionality
4. CONCLUSION AND FURTURE WORK
This paper presented the method of starting with the Android mobile Apps security testing. It covered
the topics such as the description of Google play protect, how to perform malware analysis of non
play store apps using virus total, static analysis of Apps using reverse engineering, API key
exploitation, digging hard coded secrets, weak logout functionality, and sensitive information
disclosure. This paper also discussed how to find these vulnerabilities, what attacker can do with these
vulnerabilities and countermeasures. In this paper, we have limited our research to basic important
vulnerabilities present in android applications which have a severity level of low to medium.
As part of the future work, we attempt to perform dynamic analysis (both manual and automated) with
the help of open source tools with main focus on advanced critical bugs related to android
applications such as Broadcast receiver exploitation, broadcast sniffing, IDOR in android
applications, remote code execution, content provider exploitation using drozer and deep link
exploitation and others.
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